PROP. N CANCELS '81 SUPERVISOR ELECTION

The San Francisco Crusader has learned from confidential sources inside the Office of the City Attorney George Agnost, that Agnost had advised Supervisor Quentin Kopp that he should vote to place Proposition N on the November ballot, which would cancel out citywide election of Supervisors and in addition would give Supervisor Quentin Kopp until 1985 before he would have to run for election again. Kopp who in the District Election form of government, would have to run for re-election in 1981 normally, but if Prop. N passes and negates the effects of the August special election, Kopp would not have to run until 1983. That goes for all the Supervisors in even numbered districts, Ella Hill Hutch, Louise Renne, John Molinari, Kopp and John Molinari. Then the Supes would have come up for election in 1983 have been pushed to 1985, so ones like Doris Ward, Nancy Walker, John Bardis, Harry Britt, and Lawson would not have to run again until 1985. So if you vote for Prop. N you are giving the incumbent Supervisors free rides for allot of years.

Terence Hallinan, candidate for Supervisor, and a foe of the current method of district e-lections told the SF Crusader that he was...“Shocked and dismayed at the thought of the incumbents getting away with this.” He said that he thought that City Attorney George Agnost had best clear this up right now before the election.

Crusader publisher. Rev. Ray Broshears could only moan, “Good grief, another four, or five years of Ella Hill Hutch, even a year is too much!” Well, Ella Hill Hutch would be up in three years dear Reverend Ray. But the thought of Hutch, and Renee being on the Board of Supes has left allot of people dismayed. But as former Supervisor Lee Dolson told the SF Crusader when told of the turn of events, “This should make the people turn out in large numbers to vote No on Prop. N, and turn the rascals out of office!”

The offices of the incumbent members of the Board of Supes had no comment on the matter. But all the incumbents voted to place Prop. N on the ballot so that they could get longer terms in office through this measure.

As of October 14, the polls show that Prop. N could just possibly win. But the latest disclosures about the elongated terms should the proposition pass, should change enough minds to vote No on N. Particularly in district 4 where Ella Hill Hutch is the Supervisor. She has not been responsive to the people of the district, and the passage of N would give her an addition three years before she would have to run again.

Volunteers needed in the campaigns, call us at the Crusader for office numbers, 885-1001.

UNLAWFUL TO TAKE “FREE” PAPERS

Yes, it is unlawful to “take” or to “destroy” any “free” newspaper without the permission of the publisher or the “agent” (place of distribution). Which means that you can take a couple of papers, but should you take a bunch of papers especially to deprive it of distribution as intended, you can and will be punished under laws...Section 594.2 of the California Penal Code, and Section 484 a Penal Code, Petty Theft, and 444 P.C. Grand Theft. This ruling came from the District Attorney’s Office.
THURSDAY OCTOBER 30th
"MAN'S HALLOWEEN"
9 P.M. - 2 A.M.
Drink Specials - Drawings For Dinners, Leather, Etc. - Prizes For Leather Costumes
All at the ARENA, 399 - 9th Street, San Francisco

ANDERSON DENOUNCES THE RADICAL RIGHT WING RELIGIOUS KKKRAZIES!

John Anderson, who has been endorsed by three gay groups and one gay paper, denounced the business of religion and politics trying to mix into the same pot.

Anderson, going into the proverbial " lion's den," the National Religious Broadcasters Association, told them in very loud and clear terms what he thought of the church becoming a political battle ground.

"In the long run, religion cannot retain its spiritual authority only if it keeps its distance from politics," said a teacher who became a politician, he eliminates the independent prophetic quality of his message.

Anderson let out a heavy barrage against the Roman Catholic Cardinal of Boston who had come out in a pastoral letter denouncing the candidacy of liberal Massachusetts legislator Barney Frank who is seeking to replace the former Congressman, Father Drinan, who is backing Frank. Both Father Drinan and Frank support abortion rights as well as gay rights.

Anderson told Falwell (Rev. Jerry) and the group associated with the Moral Majority that the New Right is not obtained in heaven.

Anderson said the religious broadcasters that securing the civil rights of minorities, including homosexuals, would be a top priority of his administration.

CHURCH LEADERS ATTACK "New Right"

ECONOMICAL CHURCH GROUP ATTACKS POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT OF CHURCH GROUPS SUCH AS MORAL MAJORITY

CHURCH LEADERS DEFEND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS.

The Rev. Jimmy R. Allen, the past President of the powerful Southern Baptist Convention and now the President of the Southern Baptist Convention's Radio & Television Commission, said that "there is a clear and present danger in the health and well being of both the church and the state involved in religious and political extremism.

Allen was aiming his attack upon the Moral Majority and the other groups similar to it that are involved in open electioneering this year.

Allen's Southern Baptist body is the largest Protestant group in America and Allen's stand is seen as a major blow to the Rev. Dr. Jerry Falwell's "700 Club." The Christian leader and Falwell of the Old Time Gospel Hour, and the Falwell of the Old Time Gospel Hour.

Allen's Southern Baptist Convention is fighting a radio and television network of stations across the nation in which they have pulled out of the Moral Majority political trip, stating that "after much prayer and communion with God, it has become quite clear to me that this is not the way of Christ, that the kingdom of God is not here on earth and in America, but in Heaven." I renounce politics in the church.

CHURCH LEADERS ATTACK "New Right"

ECONOMICAL CHURCH GROUP ATTACKS POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT OF CHURCH GROUPS SUCH AS MORAL MAJORITY

CHURCH LEADERS DEFEND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS.

Christian leaders and ultra-conservative politicians are creating in this country a "Christian Republic." The Rev. Robertson, of the Faith Center, Inc., of Glendale California which operates KROI-TV in San Bernardino, as well as WHCT-TV in Hartford, Conn. Only the San Bernardino station has to close down immediately, as WHCT-TV will be lost.

In response to the stand,faith leaders have made the KKKristian KKKrazies take a look back at themselves, the Federal Communications Commission has revoked the television broadcast licenses of the Faith Center, Inc., of Glendale California which operates KROI-TV in San Bernardino, and KVFY-V in Springfield, as well as KWHCT-TV in Hartford, Conn. Only the San Bernardino station has to close down immediately, as WHCT-TV will be lost.

In response to the stand, the left.

"We must be always on the alert to our freedoms," the left.
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Download full text
**FEMALE IMPERSONATOR STAR PASSES**

The fabulous Adrian Ames has passed on. He was 65 at his passing a week ago, in the next issue of the Crusader we hope to have pictures and a full history of this wonderful talent.

His longtime friend, and former performer at Finochio's, Harvey Lee informed us on the passing of Adrian. Adrian was due at the home of his longtime friend, Jimmy, to watch the television film story on ABC called "Marilyn" a week ago, and when he failed to show, Jimmy phoned the police who found the actress who had died of natural causes.

Adrian was found at his home in the old Follies Burlesque, where was featured with others of his Rescue members (Vicki Starr) in the "Battle of the Sexes" which was when the feminists and the female impersonators danced on stage against another and most often the men in the audience didn't know the difference.

---

**FIVE SLAIN IN ATLANTA MYSTERIOUS BLAST**

A school teacher and four black children were killed yesterday in Atlanta when a mysterious explosion occurred at a Daybreak School in Atlanta on Monday afternoon. This is the first time in Atlanta that it has been too early to determine the cause, but it is said that the blast was caused by a gas leak which they believed to be a boiler room explosion.

Although some local news writers believe that it was a bomb, others are certain that it was an accident. It has been said that the school was closed for the day due to the weather, but others believe that it was an accident.

---

**Taser Darts ~ New Police "Non-Lethal" Weapon?**

The San Francisco and Los Angeles Police Departments have adopted several "non-lethal" weapons for use by the boys and girls in blue. The "Pointed Dart" will shock to the victim, as shown above, two of the darts are the size of a quarter, the two darts are fired at a range of 10-15 feet into the victim, and the results then "neutralize" the victim by making a button to deliver the jet, a jet that could kill someone with a heart condition and throw them into violent convulsions.

The "Laser Darts" and a new chemical spray were tested in the worst of the new "non-lethal" weapons, and is curiously by many officers now.

The bullet has a short handle at a 90-degree angle from the stick which allows the bullet to be targeted at blinding speed. These very bullets were used by the LAPD at demonstrations at a peaceful May Day rally.

Now, the chemical spray, it is a "super squirt" that contains a solvent which strips fatty oil off the skin, leaving the nerve endings directly exposed to the liquid. This liquid makes it impossible to determine the cause of the blast, but it was said that it was caused by a gas leak which they believed to be a boiler room explosion.

A school teacher and four black children were killed yesterday in Atlanta when a mysterious explosion occurred at a Daybreak School in Atlanta on Monday afternoon. This is the first time in Atlanta that it has been too early to determine the cause, but it is said that the blast was caused by a gas leak which they believed to be a boiler room explosion.

Although some local news writers believe that it was a bomb, others are certain that it was an accident. It has been said that the school was closed for the day due to the weather, but others believe that it was an accident.
Nancy Walker & Margo make war on porno

GAY ECONOMY POWER THREATENED BY FEMINISTS

The industry of male erotica is threatened by the production and sale of what is called "porno pornography." The police gave a license anyway (as they are required to do by the San Francisco Porn Ordinance). Feminists have fought against the sale of porn for a long time, and the police have issued many violations. However, the feminists have won some battles, but the war is not over yet.

KKK On The Rise

KKK rally in Jackson Mississippi on May 11th Vote No on Walker and No on Prop. N! The police gave a license anyway (as they are required to do by the San Francisco Porn Ordinance). Feminists have fought against the sale of porn for a long time, and the police have issued many violations. However, the feminists have won some battles, but the war is not over yet.

Black Patriot

Vladimir Lenin, a black separatist who founded the Western African Union and was beheaded by the SF Police and the media as a threat to the black community. His body was found in the back of a white sedan car. The police have arrested two black men for the murder of Vladimir Lenin.

David King in COCKTAILS

...JUST THE WAY YOU LIKE THEM!

LIVE LIVE LIVE 5 LIVE SHOWS DAILY

Screening Room Theatre

220 Jones Street • 673-3384
OPEN DAILY 10 A.M. • LATE SHOW FRI. & SAT.

3 HUGE FLOORS FOR YOUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT!
BORING!

Are you as weary as I am of plays, films, and TV specials about autistic or retarded children, mercy killings, and people with birth defects or terminal illnesses? Not that any of those are not legitimate subjects for dramatization, but the recent plethora of such themes is beginning to depress me. As I overheard a man at the San Francisco Center's opening of 'Wrong Mans' which is about a female stroke victim, 'What ever happened to people with AIDS?'

WHOSE LIFE IS IT ANYWAY? now at the Curran theatre, has its lines of moving moments, but its basic subject matter is serious indeed. (Does Ken Howard, portrayed from the neck down as the result of an auto accident, have the right to die? Or must he follow the advice of his doctors, who want to save his life or allow him to die at his own behest so that he will no longer be a burden to his family? Should he be allowed to live in a vegetable state, or can he legally insist to clean up his act, run his place in a more businesslike manner, and learn how to create an audience which is pleased by the paying customers. Otherwise, for one, would never recommend previews as a place for any musical producing group to book its show.

This is not the first time that I, as a critic and audience member, have experienced this distasteful atmosphere at Previews. If the houses management of this show has the place to become successful, he is going to have to clean up his act, not run in on a pretext of a theater in a theater-in-a-theater-in-a-theater, let alone running in a theater as an excuse for the paying customers. Otherwise, for one, would never recommend previews as a place for any theater-producing company.

THE BORING! on Broadway Theater.

THE LEVEL OF ACTING IN THE REPRODUCTION IS UNIFORMLY GOOD. BRIAN THOMPSON PLAYS THE TITLE ROLE WITH ENERGY AND ENTHUSIASM AND HE RECOGNIZES THAT THIS VERSION OF "THE BORING!" ON BROADWAY THEATER.
REAR Delivery at NobHill

LEE MARLIN is the star of the sex scene, REAR DELIVERIES (not delivery, but when you consider how they would want a delivery of that sausage!), The store is good and more important, it is NEW brand new, and more important than the sex it is well done. It is a film for only those males who are into extra-erotic. For those of you into bare nudes, please stay home for REAR DELIVERIES is not for you.

Good bodies, good bodies and all well anointed.

I sure would like to get Lee Martin on my pizza—something of course!

Sausage chung as he is meant to be treated nicely!

See it now. Nob Hill Cinema, 729 Bush Street, see ad on 16.
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TORY ROSS...Job young men films are being sold in video tapes at the Locker Room now. The Ross films were filmed with some of the street looking young men ever photographed. Hope that this is not true.

HAYDEN...in working at the City Books a post house as well as Mt. Coleman's place on Eddy Street (screen of)

UNIQUE...in that has been sold out ears have told me that it was shown in the finest film.

SILENTS DRAFT BEER...must Thursday at the Alamo Square Saloon, 600 Fillmore Street. Free price, good beer, good place fun. From 9 on!

POWER LINES...opens soon (the 23rd) at 1115 Geary.

HARRY GARDNER...was seen last Sunday am discoing at the Endup at 10 am. Lenny Lynn was with him of course. Harry ...watch the befly be as big as me in no time!

HALLOWEEN - at the Endup with $500 in cash prizes to be given away to the best group in the area. Most certainly south of Market. Kudos to Tracy for the nice arrangement at the Endup for all the halloweeners all over.

DEAN ...Mr. Google is back in town and Bill Burns does not want to see him. The Greg is not going to remain on the street, but the merchants are not happy about it at all so Mr. Google. Why don't you rent it out to the Alice Springs & Lou don't.

Rumors that Ralph Denning may be back to driv­

ing a cab again around. Anyway, one more try for the (reviews bar) a grouping...and when the head of the hookers...the (reviews bar): "...and when in a one round match on Sunday 12th of October!

MISCHIEF LAMPS...has made a very big hit at the Palace. She is there in the afternoons with the Cops For Christ! They and Nancy Walker have dibs on tickets before you do!

MAURER'S...in the Devil's Head is still one of the best country-western bands around now. Bank Chek is the manager of the group if you would like to book, then give a call to a m-n-y.

THEATRE RHINO...who are they? Duoos for sure!

^-

TRONSON SOUND 709 Larkin
Complete Sound Systems for Businesses or Residences. Parties, Events, Special Occasions. Feasts and toasts. The Sound of Good Times
RENTALS 775-3732 SALES 775-9732

NEW NEW NEW LE SALON INTRODUCES THE PORTABLE MALE DOUCHE The popular idea of the male douche that many people have been talking about...now is available at the L. L. Le Sou...246-0580

HENRY ROSS...his young men films are being sold as video tapes at the Locker Room now. The Toby Ross young men are being photographed. Hope that this is not true.

BLACK & WHITE TOGETHER...is holding a Bay Google on Thursday night November 6th. "The Love That's Left of Politics" is the title of this event at the fine line of SWIFT.

HARRY GARDNER...was seen last Sunday am discoing at the Endup at 10 am. Lenny Lynn was with him of course. Harry ...watch the befly be as big as me in no time!
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THEATRE RHINO...who are they? Duoos for sure!
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HENRY ROSS...his young men films are being sold as video tapes at the Locker Room now. The Toby Ross young men are being photographed. Hope that this is not true.

BLACK & WHITE TOGETHER...is holding a Bay Google on Thursday night November 6th. "The Love That's Left of Politics" is the title of this event at the fine line of SWIFT.

HARRY GARDNER...was seen last Sunday am discoing at the Endup at 10 am. Lenny Lynn was with him of course. Harry ...watch the befly be as big as me in no time!
WILLIAM HIGGINS’ HOTTEST FILM EVER!

REAR DELIVERIES

starring

LEE MARLIN
SHAUN VICTORS

RICK LINDLEY  DERRICK STANTON
GUY de SILVA  GREG DALE
ROD CANYON  BENJAMIN BARKER
MARC ERICSON  ROB STEVENS

the nob hill cinema
729 bush st  tele 781 9468